We introduce new techniques for deriving lower bounds on the message complexity in asynchronous distributed computation. These techniques combine the choice of specific patterns of communication delays and crossing sequence arguments with consideration of the speed of propagation of messages, together with careful counting of messages in different parts of the network. They enable us to prove the following results, settling two open problems:
Zvi GaJir" Columbia UDiversity and Tel-Aviv University be computed in O(n) messages. Their simple algorithnl. does not terminate on input in (01)*. Similar non-constant functions computable in O(n) messages can be defined if the size of the ring is assumed to have any fixed constant non-divisor. They left as an open problem whether a similar result can be obtained without restrictions on the size of the ring. In [5] Moran and Warmuth defined a non-constant function and proved that its message complexity is at most O(n log* n). Our main result answers the open problem in [1] in the negative and shows that the upper bound in [5] is best possible: Theorem 1. Let m~192 and let n = mL If f : En -+ to, I} is a non-constant function, then any asynchronous algorithm for computing f on a bidirectional ring of n anonymous processors requires at least 2 1 4 n log* n messages in the worst case.
In [5] , Moran and Warmuth showed that any nonconstant function requires n(n log n) bits on an anonymous ring of size n, while it is easy to construct non-constant functions with O(n log n) bit complexity on such a ring.
They refer to this phenomenon as a gap in complexity between constant and non-constant functions. (When the function is constant the bit complexity is 0.) They also left open the question whether a gap exists when we consider the message complexity. Their lower bound techniques were not sufficient for establishing the gap which Theorem 1 exhibits. Theorem 1 deals with the more general setting that allows general messages. Moreover the result in [5] did not exclude the possibility of O(n) message complexity of nonconstant functions. For example, the algorithm of [1] mentioned above (that works only if n is odd) has O(n) message complexity but f>( n log n) bit complexity.
In Section 1 we sketch the proof of Theorem 1. Our arguments consider the speed of propagation of certain mes. . . sages as well as crossing sequences (Le. cut and paste) and specific choices of communication delays to fool the algorithm and derive a contradiction.
The problem of maximum finding on a ring of processors is one of the basic problems in distributed computation. Its solutions are used as building blocks in other, more complicated, algorithms. It has been studied quite extensively. For our second result, we consider a ring of n processors Pt,P'z, . .. ,p". Let L = {SI,S2, ... ,Sm} be a set of labels (distinct integers). Assume that for i = 1, ... , n, Pi is labeled by ri ELand every two processors are labeled by distinct labels. We consider asynchronous message driven algorithms in which all processors start simultaneously, the communication channels are first-in. first-out, and all processors eventually stop after computing the maximum label.
There are two different versions of the problem depending on whether n is known to the processors or not. Also, one can consider the worst-case message complexity or the average message complexity. In the latter case we average the message complexity over all possible distinct label assignments to the n processors. For each such assignment we consider the worst pattern of communication delays. Consequently, we have four. cases to consider. There is yet another distinction between unidirectional and bidirectional rings.
O(n log n) upper bounds for all four cases have been known for some time (see for example [2] , [7] ). Burns [3} and Pachl, Korach and Rotem [6] proved Q(nlogn) lower bounds in all cases but one. Their techniques did not suffice for determining the average message complexity incase n is known, and no nontrivial (nonlinear) lower bound was known. Bodlaender [2] proved an O(nlogn) lower bound for the average case when n is known for unidirectional algorithms which use only comparisons between labels. Our second result completes the picture:
Theorem 2. Let Q be a real number satisfying 0 < Q < 0.5. Then if the label set L is sufficiently large, then (a) and (b) hold: (a) Any maximum finding algorithm for a bidirectional ring of size n labeled by L in which the processors know n has average message complexity at least (Q/4)n log n. (b) Any maximum finding algorithm for a unidirectional ring of size n labeled by L in which the processors know n has average message complexity at least (Q/2)n log n.
In Section 2 we sketch the proof of Theorem 2. We choose two types of specific communication delays: the first lead to contradiction by forcing the algorithm to terminate without the correct answer, and the second force the algorithm to send many messages needed for the desired lower bound. The proofs also use arguments that consider the speed of propagation of certain messages as well as a special way of counting the messages in different parts of the ring. In the proof we use a notion of a "segment" of the ring R and a notion of a "crossing sequence" at a link of R. 
Lemma 2. There is an input z E {O,I}ft such that no processor of the ring accepts or rejects before time n/4 in the computation of A on z.
The proof of Lemma 2 uses a method of [1] and [5] . We first consider the computation of A on 0". By symmetry all processors tenninate at the same time T. If T~n/4 we are done, so assume T~n/4 -1. Next we consider an input z such that I(z) =1= We fix a constant a, 0 < a < 0.5. We consider A, an arbitrary maximum finding algorithm on a ring of size n, where n~8 is power of two, and with a label set L that contains m distinct labels. We choose m large enough so that the following inequality holds for 1= 2,4,8, ... n/4: Let Ic(r)1 be the number of messages sent during c(r).
In the proofs below, we use the following sets for strings as described in part (b) of Corollary 3. We show that one of them must satisfy the assertion of this lemma. Otherwise, each string in D~contains at most 12 P -1 distinct labels. One then shows that as a result, the cardinality of D~is bounded above by the left hand side of (4). On the other hand, using the above estimate on the size of D~, repeatedly using part (a) of Corollary 3, and finally applying Lemma 5, one derives a lower bound for the size of D~which is the same as the right hand side of (4). This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 6.
We now sketch the rest of the proof of Theorem 2.
First we show that IC 2 ,I~0:IS2,I for 1 = 2,4,8 Consider the following computation in this ring: First execute c(8i) in the segment labeled by Si by keeping transmission speed on links connecting two segments very slow. 329 As observed above, the concatenation of each pair of consecutive Sj'S on the ring is in H 2 z, which implies that for i = 1,2, .. . 2 P + 1 the number of messages in C(SiSi+1) after the completion of C(8i) and C(Si+1) is smaller than 1/2. Hence there is a continuation of the computation that mimics C(SiSi+1) for all i as no message can reach the processors in the middle of the segments labeled by Si or 8i+l and no two consecutive continuations can interfere. At the end of the computations c(8iSi+1) for all i the whole ring is waiting which means that the computation has terminated. But if the maximum label is in the segment labeled by Si, this information cannot reach the middle processor of the segment labeled by Si+1 before the algorithm stops -contradiction.
Hence IC211~a1S2z1 for 1 = 2,4,8, ... ,n/4.
We now consider the following computation in the ring labeled by rl r2 ... r n • Start with the computations in c(r1 r2)' c(r3 r.), c(rSr6), c(r7rS),"" then mimic the continuation of e(r1r2rar.), e(rSr6r7rS) ... , then mimic the continuation of e(r1r2 ... rs), ..., etc. We call the segments involved special segments. Note that unlike the case above, special segments of the same size do not overlap. We charge a special segment labeled with SS' the messages sent in c(ss') after the completion of c(s) and e(s'). Hence each message sent is only charged once. His constants in the n(n log n) lower bounds are bigger. His elegant proof uses extremal graph theory.
